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R1202 - Teaching Tool (The Hand)
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Challenge By Choice

QCCC Mapleton’s activities are themed around
our R1202 teaching tool - a highly visible hand is
strategically placed around the Centre. R1202 is used
in group contracts and debriefs to equip students
with a values-based approach to their personal
conduct, relationships and interaction with society
and the environment. R1202 is a rich vein of teaching,
incorporating colour, the various fingers (and thumb)
and up to 70 object lessons that can be drawn out
from the diagram. R1202 was established in 2010 and
has being used at QCCC Mapleton’s activities since and
has proven to be a useful and sought after tool. QCCC
Mapleton can provide posters of R1202 prior to camp if
required.

Challenge by Choice is an important principle in Adventure Based Learning. Challenge by
Choice is where we invite students to participate in the QCCC Mapleton Activities up to a
level they feel challenged at. This means that QCCC Mapleton Instructors are committed to
challenging each and every student, only to a point in which the student feels that they have
pushed the boundaries. Each activity will have a base level of challenge that we require all
participants to meet - this level will be challenging for some but will generally be meet with
ease by most (i.e. wear harness at climbing wall).

Group Dynamics
All of QCCC Mapleton Instructors have experience with dealing with a wide variety of groups
- children, families, youth, adults as well as a range of special needs students. Our qualified
Instructors are able to tailor sessions to meet the students needs and abilities. If you would
like more information on how we are able to cater to a groups needs, please contact the QCCC
office.

Our points of difference:
· Reconciliation in Action
· Enhancing Community
· Investing in Queensland Youth
Turn to page 16 to understand more.
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Canoeing: Year 3 +
Rain or shine, there isn’t a better place to be at Mapleton than in a canoe
on the lake. Our canoeing lake is a 120 metre long, 50 metres wide and
is partly sheltered by an island in the centre. All students will gain some
skills knowledge before venturing out onto the lake to play some amazing
water games... and potentially get wet at the same time! At any point, the
students are no more than about 25 metres from land with a maximum
depth of 2.2 metres. Canoeing offers learning through skills as well as
considerable learning through cooperation and communication.

Archery: Year 3 +

Activity Options:
Outdoor Education
Activities
Below is a year level specific list of activities that are available for your students to participate
in. You are welcome to advise us of your activity preferences but please be aware that a
selection of these activities will be chosen for you based upon your objectives and our
available resources. Additional fee’s apply when choosing to participate in QCCC Mapleton
Instructor Led activities.

Learn the skills and techniques required to get as close to the bullseye as
possible! Students will learn about the history of Archery while getting first
hand experience at shooting a bow and arrow themselves. Raining? No
problem, this is one of our activities where students can shoot indoors at
two all-weather ranges. Archery is often nominated as one of the favourite
activities from students at camp.

Flying Fox : Trust, cooperation and encouragement are an integral part of
Flying Fox.
Flying Fox 2: Year 3 - 4
Want to experience this 8 metre high Flying Fox without having the
pressure of going right to the top? Then this one is for you. A gentle
high ropes element that enables both the choice of release heights and
involvement of the whole group.

Abseiling: Year 6 +

Flying Fox 1: Year 5 +

Abseiling at QCCC Mapleton takes place on our engineer-designed and
approved tower. It has 3 different stages including an overhang used for
more advanced groups. Students start at our 6 metre wall and progress
to a 15 metre height when the previous stage has been successfully
completed. Issues raised include personal choice, individual difference,
trust and challenge.

Climb your way up to the 12 metre platform and then take
the plunge and enjoy the spectacular 110 metre ride
down! Students will need to work together
and share responsibility to help each
other stretch themselves.

Bush Skills: Year 3 +
Aussies have a great bush heritage - living off the land and making do.
At Mapleton’s pioneer-themed settlement students can hone their skills
- particularly in the area of bush cooking and reward themselves with
something tasty for their group and personal efforts. At the same time,
they can gain a greater knowledge of fire safety around campfires and their
natural environment.
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Challenge Low Ropes: Year 5 +
Postman’s Walk, Tension Traverse or sliding vines; do these conjure up some
interesting pictures? It may be low to the ground but there’s no shortage of
challenge on our 13 element low ropes course. Students will have a chance
to demonstrate that they can safely ‘spot’ each other before tackling the
low ropes course. Adjustable foot cables and hand lines give it a variety of
possible set ups for different age ranges. Great activity for developing trust,
cooperation, communication and leadership.
Indoor Climbing Wall: Year 5 +

A very popular activity - so much so that we now have two Giant Swings
at QCCC Mapleton. With a maximum release height of 15 metres the
students can choose their own release height - whether that be 2 metres
off the ground or all the way to the top! This exciting high ropes element
combine’s teamwork with individual choice

Climbing Wall is a great way to develop and enhance a groups
co-operation and dependence on each other. They will develop
mutual trust by relying on other members of their group; as each group
is in charge of the climbers personal safety. Our textured climbing wall
is 18 metres long and peaks at 10 metres in height. It is complex enough
to provide a range of challenges for the very experienced or the first time
climber.

Glider Possum: Year 5 +

Team Initiatives: Year 3 +

This high ropes element requires the group to work as a team to give one
person (at a time) the experience of flying - as the name suggests. This is a
great challenge for all levels and is a thrilling ride that takes you from the
ground up to a maximum height of 9 metres. This exciting activity focuses
on group cooperation, trust and communication.

Do you know the divergent thinkers in your group? Who are the natural
leaders? Do they trust one another enough to attain a common goal?
Can they communicate well enough to succeed? How about respecting
individual difference? Your students could develop in all of these areas and
more through a combination of novel games and challenging initiatives
that will grow your students. We highly recommend this activity as the
starting one for all groups.

Giant Swing: Year 4 +

Leap of Faith: Year 7 +
Looking for a challenge? The Leap of Faith is definitely that - an ultimate
high ropes challenge. You will climb a 11.5 metre pole, to stand up, leap out
and tag a buoy suspended between trees while relying upon your group for
your safety. Faith in action.
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Navigation & Orienteering: Year 4 +
Exercise your mind and body with this exciting pursuit. Learn to navigate
between control points marked on QCCC Mapleton’s topographic
orienteering map using compass, legend, and scale. Challenge your small
group (two or three) to complete the course in the quickest time choosing
your own best route. Participants will have fun finding our range of easy
to difficult control markers, with their punch card results providing proof.
Focuses on team work, communication, spatial awareness
and problem solving.
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1788-1850: Van Diemen’s Land (Raft Building) - Year 4 +
Students will be immersed in a memorable recreation
of the convict shipments to the young Australian colony.
Incorporating raftbuilding (a wonderful team building
activity in it’s own right) the activity also discusses some of
the reasons for the First Fleet journey, and the challenges
associated with it.

1800-1900: Legends & Larrikins (Pioneering) - Year 6 +

Activity Options:
Australian Curriculum
Themed Activities

Is a uniquely historic Australia ‘board game’ played in teams
themed around 19th Century Australia in the lead up to
the Federation. Designed upon foundational pillars & roles
that developed the Australian frontier spirit of this era, six
teams (each historically costumed), must learn who they are
to discover their resources and needs thus playing to win
the game. Though competitively based there is a mateship
twist to this fun experience showing that natural awareness,
living off the land, hard work, making do, and working as
a community collectively help to build and balance our
nation.

Environmental Studies - Year 3 +
QCCC Mapleton has several activity options developed with reference to
the cross-curriculum priorities of the Australian Curriculum. These activities have a strong
focus on team initiatives and problem solving and take an experiential and narrative approach
to teaching. In using this approach, not only do certain activities support particular year levels
within the curriculum, they have all been designed to suit multiple age groups.

At QCCC Mapleton our aim is for students to ‘experience’
the environment—see, touch, smell, hear and taste. The
environmental activities we select allow students to have
fun discovering aspects they may have previously overlooked
and learn about the fragile relationships and cycles of the
natural world. This activity can incorporate the Mapleton
Nature Display, an extraordinary private collection of insects,
shells and much more.

Eureka! - Year 5 +
A team-building exercise based on the experience and stories
of the miners in the Eureka Stockade. Students will be invited
into a hands-on and experiential approach to the injustices of
the gold fields followed by an exploration for both gold and
the principles of democracy.
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Activity Options
Bush Tucker/environmental immersion:
Using QCCC Mapleton’s exquisite rainforest properties, embark on a touch,
taste and feel tour of rainforest cuisine. Your guide will show you bush foods,
demonstrate and facilitate bush etiquette and survival skills and discuss
sustainable relationships with pristine environments.

Living and Thriving:
An experiential immersion into Australian home life before colonisation. You
will participate in a traditional Jinibara/Kabi Kabi encampment experience,
viewing and using traditional tools, weapons and hunting methods. Experience
traditional family life and participate in the creation of law in our yarning circle.

Triballink Activity Centre:
Daytime Options
For thousands of years Aboriginal people from many miles around came to the Blackall Range
during the bumper fruiting seasons of the Bunya tree for a time of feasting, story-telling and
conflict resolution. Baroon Pocket was a place of plenty and the Jinibara people welcomed
people from near and far to share in their good fortune. As Determined Native Title Claimants
for the Blackall Range the Jinibara People Aboriginal Corporation extend their welcome to the
rainforest playground of QCCC Mapleton to all people.

What it is:
Triballink Activity Centre is an educational precinct set aside for experiential Outdoor Education
focussed on the cross-curriculum priorities of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Culture and
Environmental Sustainability. Based around a 100-seat undercover auditorium the Triballink
offers amazing experiences and cultural learning outcomes: • Walkabout a pristine rainforest property and sample bushfood while learning about traditional
land management techniques;
• Enjoy dance, didge and song through the day or under the stars at night;
• Immerse yourself in a traditional family setting and learn the honed survival skills from the
people who have thrived on the world’s harshest continent;
• Learn about Aboriginal perspectives on their interaction and cooperation with other cultures
from history and today;
• Be challenged to see major historical events from an Aboriginal worldview.
• Get hands-on with Aboriginal Art and Craft options.
All activities can be offered in a grade-level appropriate way to meet aspects of the Australian
National Curriculum.
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Dandali: Freedom Fighter or Bushranger:
Do the victors really get to write history? Learn about local man Dandali and view
the media coverage of his deeds. You will have the opportunity to view all the
evidence of this man from mainstream media and custodians from the local area
and participate in a “kangaroo court” to decide his fate.

Contact! (Environment):
Immerse yourself in Aboriginal methods of land and environmental management.
Understand concepts of caring for country and treading lightly on the
environment before exposure to modern farm methods on a working farm to
compare and contrast methodologies.
Contact! (Society):
Using media and story-telling gain an understand of the organising principles
of Aboriginal contact before colonisation this activity incorporates concepts of
reciprocity and social organisation, leadership and decision making. You will be
guided through indigenous perspectives of post-colonial contact and the impact
of the Preservation and Protection Act (1939), the Missions and Stolen Generations,
1969 Referendum and Kevin Rudd’s Apology.

Art and craft shed:
Discover the ancient symbols and skills of the Jinibara/Kabi Kabi and Waka Waka
people. Participants will be able to construct and decorate a ceremonial canoe,
stone axe or bark painting to take home as a permanent memento of their time at
Triballink.
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Activity Options:
Night Time Activities
Bookings Essential

Triballink Activity Centre:
Night Time Options (Bookings Essential)
Story-telling:
Be transfixed by a master story-teller and their assistants with a performance of
story-telling and entertainment to transport you through the local Dreaming. You
will be entertained with didgeridoo playing and story-telling and law concepts
from the local area. Schools can follow up the experience with a reflective
worksheet.
Full Aboriginal Dance Troupe:

Skyfire Arena:

Starlight Cinema:

The evening bonfire is a cherished
camp memory passed down
throughout the ages. Mapleton now
has a designated bonfire area built
to comply with the Rural Fire Service
specifications, and including seating
for up to 100 people. The bonfire can
be booked and used as a teacher led
activity in the evenings.

Want a unique otdoor experience like
no other? Then book our Starlight
Cinema and give your students and
evening they won’t forget. The Starlight
Cinema is available as a teacher led
activity in the evenings. There are
limited numbers of camp chairs
available. QCCC does not provide
movies, please bring a long a DVD
of the movie that you would like to
watch.

Wood will be provided but it is up to
the school to light, monitor and put
out the fire. There is a running tap at
the bonfire area and buckets provided.

A performance from the Wandaran Goombuckar Dance Mob will entertain
participants with an interactive experience of singing, dancing and storytelling. Enjoy a campfire corrobboree experience where participation is not only
encouraged, but great fun.
Please contact the QCCC Mapleton office to discuss prices and options.

Please contact the QCCC Mapleton
Office for all Night time Bookings.

Please contact the QCCC Mapleton
Office for all Night time Bookings.
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Sunshine Coast Offsite Activities

Things to do
on camp
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Onsite Activities

Local Offsite Activities

Beach Volleyball
Bonfires in the “Skyfire Arena”
Canoeing
Children’s Playground
Coin Operated Sauna
Diving Pool
Full size Tennis Court
Nature Display
Outdoor Movies at the “Starlight
Cinema”
Playing Fields
Rainforest Walks
Swimming & Basketball Pool
Table Tennis
Wading Pool
Waterslide Pool

Leadlight Workshop
Lilyponds Park (BBQ’s, Children’s
Play Area)
Linda Garrett Park
Mapleton Art Gallery
Mapleton Falls Lookout
Mapleton Falls National Park
Mapleton School Community
Observatory
Mapleton Shops (Antiques, Cafes,
Pharmacy, Post Office, Bakery, IGA)
Sunshine Coast Great Walk
Visitors Information Centre
Wompoo Circuit

Theme Parks &
Attractions

National Parks and
Beaches

Aqua Fun Park (Coolum,
Twin Waters or Bli Bli)
Aussie World
Australia Zoo
Bellingham Maze
Big Kart Track
Eumundi Markets
Maleny Cheese
Montville Shops (Gifts, Antiques, Cafes)
Nambour 18 Hole Golf Course
Queensland Zoo
The Big Boing, Trampoline Park
The Big Pineapple
The Ginger Factory
Under Water World

Alexandra Headlands
Amamoor State Forest
Baroon Pocket Dam
Caloundra Coastal Walk
Conondale Great Walk
Conondale National Park
Cooloola, Great Sandy
National Park
Glass House Mountains
National Park
Golden Beach
Kings Beach
Kondalilla Falls
Maleny Botanical Gardens
Mary Cairncross Reserve
Mooloolabah Beach
Mount Ngungun Summit Walking Track
Noosa National Park & Beach

All Local Offsite Activities are accessible
via walking or driving.
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Our Points
of Difference
While we are flattered by the recent
commercialisation of the traditional activities
and facilities which have been the staples of
our industry for decades, as a proud Outdoor
Education provider we stand apart from
experiences branded as “recreation and/or
adventure”.

Triballink: Reconciliation in Action
Our rainforest campus on the Blackall Range has a lengthy and important legacy. We are
the closest Outdoor Education Centre to Baroon Pocket, one of the traditional sites for the
Bunya Festival. This Festival was arguably the largest mainland gathering of people before
colonisation drawing people from up to 1000km away during the tri-annual bounty of the local
Bunya trees. This festival was a time of feasting, storytelling, conflict resolution and community
development, conducted as a celebration of generosity and abundance. We believe this is
consistent with the aims and outcomes of a modern camp.
True reconciliation is not just a national agenda. The perspectives and methods of our
Aboriginal brothers and sisters has importance and resonance for the global community. Our
approach to reconciliation goes beyond knowledge transfer. This site is an attempt to be a
living example of reconciliation, complete with imperfect people amidst the busyness and
general messiness of life. We are a melting pot of native born, migrants and indigenous people
working to a common vision – to bless and enhance the community around us, and particularly
those who come to us.
The activities and performances of the Triballink Centre are intended to be a nation-changing
project – building understanding, recognition and ….. reconciliation. Important to us is the
endorsement and recognition of the native title claimants for these sacred lands – the Jinibara
people. Essential to us is our attempt to be true to the statesmanship and inclusiveness shown
by Kevin Rudd in 2008 when he made an apology for the Stolen Generations. He too grew up
not far from here.

CAMPFIRE INTERNSHIP: Investing in Queenslanders
Queensland Baptists has been running expeditions and campsites in Queensland for
more than ninety years and investing in Queensland communities since 1855. We are not
answerable to foreign shareholders and investors who have no connection or emotional
investment to our slice of paradise.
Twice in the last five years QCCC has been given the industry’s highest accolade – the Awards
for Institutional and Individual excellence in Outdoor Education. Our activities and facilities
are important but our most important asset is our staff. If we are to maintain our success and
grow then a pipeline of qualified and dedicated staff is essential. QCCC’s CAMPFIRE Internship
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is currently the only on-the-job training apprenticeship in Outdoor Education offered in
Queensland. Tens of thousands of Queenslanders come through our site annually and many of
them admire our instructors and want to follow in their footsteps.
Some sites rely on gap-year tourists and work-experience students from overseas universities
to bolster their programs to domestic schools – a stance difficult to justify given the elevated
levels of unemployment amongst Queensland’s youth. CAMPFIRE is a pathway into a lifelong
career in Outdoor Education, hospitality, maintenance and the activities and performances of
the Triballink Centre. It’s delivered using our own trainers in partnership with our Queenslandregistered training organisation. As a proudly not-for-profit organisation we can do nothing
else but invest the success we have back into the State from which we’ve grown. Your
patronage keeps Queenslanders’ money in Queensland, and invests in the future of our
communities.

QCCC Outdoor Education: Enhancing Communities
Over the last few years the traditional activities of Outdoor Education have become
mainstream commercial activities. It’s possible to fly a zipline in a shopping centre, clamber
over a high ropes course on a double carabiner setup or scale climbing walls with nothing
more than the assistance of an automatic belay system. Activities are getting bigger, better,
longer and some of our competitors have installed similar options because it’s cheaper,
less labour intensive and allows larger participant to staff ratios. Recreation and adventure
has its place but the subtle difference with this shift is it places the entire emphasis on the
adrenalized experience of the individual. This goes against the flow of what psychologists
tell us is the pathway towards developing humans capable of contributing to wider society.
Whatever the problems we face, community is the answer.
Outdoor Education programs are about building and enhancing functional communities. The
most important person is not the one on the activity, it is the people on the ground making
it possible. The opposite to automation means the whole group is engaged and taking
responsibility for the safety and welfare of their mate. Participants need to work together to
achieve favourable outcomes and it’s all on them. Playground protagonists and antagonists
might find themselves responsible for the welfare of each other, a truly life-changing
experience. Presiding over all of this is highly qualified, experienced and dedicated instructors
working to best-practice participant to staff ratios, on-hand to guide, teach and instruct.
If a picture tells a thousand words, we invite you to study the photos of the participants and
instructors on the ground to understand the difference. True Outdoor Education is worth the
investment.
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Essential Equipment for Activities:
☐☐ Water bottle
☐☐ Hat
☐☐ Sunscreen
☐☐ Rain jacket
☐☐ Closed shoes - 2 pairs (one will get wet).
Thongs and sandals are not allowed at activities
(including water based activities)
☐☐ Suitable clothing - No skirts, short shorts or
midriff tops. Shirts must have sleeves and be able
to be tucked in. Clothes will get dirty.
Insect Repellent is also reccommended.
Long hair and loose clothing must be secured.
All jewellery removed for rock climbing and
abseiling. Personal climbing and abseiling
equipment will not be accepted.
Note: all activities will continue in wet weather.

Now What?
Now that you have an idea as to what activities
are on offer, please fill out and return the Information
Gathering Sheet to the Outdoor Education team at QCCC Mapleton.
Remember that you are welcome to advise us of your activity preferences but please be aware
that a selection of these activities will be chosen for you based upon your objectives and our
available resources. Once we have received the Information Gathering Sheet, we will build a
custom program based on your outcomes. This timetable will then be forwarded onto you
upon completion.

bookings@mapleton.qccc.org.au
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(07) 5456 3600

qccc.org.au

